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The Cost of computer systems is' constantly decreasing, but the
cost Of training people to run these systems is constantly in-
creasing. To make training cost-effective for its small systems
customers, Digital, Equipment Corporation has been provididg
self - paced, training packages for several years that caw bg used,

... by its customers on-site. To control *the' quality of this train-
ing, Digital is now 4ineorporating Computer-Managed Instruction
(0411) into some of tlse packages. This"CMI'compopent uses a
sequential probability test-algorithm .that allows tests to varx
in/length depending.upop the lgarner's skill lestel. This alg6-
rIthia assures that the tests' results are statistically reliable'
while.keeping4their lengths as shoit as possible.
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PACKAGED CUSTONBR TRAINING

.page 1

Digital's Educational Services Department has been developing
individualized, self-paced training packages since 1975. These
ptckages are designed to teach users to operate their systems
without requiring the presence of a Digital jnstructor. We have
fOund, however, that the use of packaged training at customer
sites presents two new pr4lems of°its,own:

' '' , .

it is difficult to control the use of- these
packages on customer ,sites as mell' as we can

°" control them in Digital facilites, and,

e, 4 .it'is difficu to get accurate feedback, on the
strengths anS weaknesses of these packages from .

our customers. 1411k

"

I ,T .

'these problems by wri ing computer-managed instructional (CM),
Digital.'s Computer Course Development Crdup isipaddressing
'these problems

to run unde.several of odr opetating systems. These
CMI material Ame-410 customers'computers themselves to 'control .

their learn ng and calect data that we can use to assess the
effectiveneasdf the trainingpackages.

.
. a

.:This paper describes a computer - managed knstructldn program that
-we have developed which is coupled with a new self-paced training
package,

CMI IN A CUSTOMER ENVIRONMENT

InEvaction Metwien
P
CMIand. TraintAg Packages

4 ..
. / .

..0. Digital's self -paced training packages are written in a modular
.

format. .The modules are arranged in specific learning hierar-
. ,',,chy, based on the prerequisite relationships of their objectives.

: Each module contaips a list of its,objectivesitext and diagrams
to help learne):s master these obigatives, and eiercises, to be .

'performed 'both on paper and on 'T computer system. Each module ,.

;4110:has a related module test. The-item banks for the module
,*testd, are all. stored on-line. .

.
0:

A., . . . . : *
^ . .

4, Befoce ,learners begin work on thettraining package, they take the
preteet.for.the first module interactively aea computer terminal
0-ie Sqgure 14. 'If they can demonstrate mastery on this test,
the.CMI:system branches them to the pretest for the next module

. in the hierarchy: This. loop continues until the learners ,come to=- ,.',.

a a test .on which they c(annbt demonstrate mastery. At thislpoint,!
4r-they Ate .directed to study thai module off-line, and return .to'

.

, the OKI System when they are ready for. the posttest,-
, , . -

.

s
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An important quality of the
.

CMI approach is that it gets users
on-line as soon as and therefore has a definite
Hawthorne Effect (111. In the past, customers often just shipped
the tests that were included in our training packages, be ause
they felt (erroneously) that testing benefits only the teacher.

t

Mr

page 3

It is difficult, if not impossible, to change this feeling, but
we can capitalize on the Hawthorne Effect to get moreof our
customers to take the.tests. The directions for running the CMI
system are provided in*the training in cookbook terms, so that
even.the'most inexperienced of °A, users can get the programs on
the air. '.

General CMI Characteristics

The CMI registration program allows users to register themselves
interactively. It records their first and last' names (making
sure that each is unique) and their addresses.

Users then select code name by which they will identify them-
selves in fukure Logins to protect the confidentiality of the
data that is stored on their work. This program also allows
wers to view the status of their work on each of the modules in
the course.
O

The CMI test administration program predents true/false, yes/no,
and multiple choice items (with either four or five alterna-
tives).. These tests are generated interactively in real time.
The items are randomly selected from item banks that are catego-
rize module and objectives A typical item display is shown
in gur 2t 4.

To- system is highly human-engineeled to make it as foolproof as
possible. a customer environment. For example, it provides the
option KIP", "QUIT", and "REVIEW" as shown in Figure , and it.
prov es "error" messages, in plain English: if the user enters
"g" in response to a true/false ite*, the system will print,

lease enter only T, F, SKIP, or QUITit. It will then -erase the
u er's previous response and make roomlfor-him or her to enter

.

other one.

1] "The Hawthorne Effect, which was given t at label because-it
was first retogniied in a study made at the gawthorne,

pl t of Western ElectriZ 4ompany, is the tendency
of subj in some experiments to .respond tn,e.almost a-,y
kind of change, apparently due boa feeling -of appreciation

-. that so eone is paying'attention to thaW (Biehler, 1971).

5
. s
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.' Tip the Letter or
answers the ouestion or completes the

Tire SKIP if wou don't know the answe
TwPe QUIT it woo.' must terminate this
wre RE'JTEW if wou would like to see
Press.the RETURN Paw after wou tvise V

the alternative that BEST
sentence in the item below:'

r (countedras incorrect).
test before it is completed.
the previous test item again..
Our answer.

S. When the folloWins statement is executed, which operation will be
fterr4emed rirat?

10 PRINT (6*7)+5/2-1
0

A. 5/2
B. 2-1
C. 6m7
D. (o*7)+5

';'our answer,

Figure 2

SAMPLE DISPLAY oy eMULTIPLE
CHOICE ITEM PRESENTED TO A STUDENT
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THELMASTERY DECISION MODEL

(Sequential Testing

1

.01

,

Even.with a considerable Hawthorne Effect, customers still do not
-like to be tested. (There is always someone in every customer .

:training course who will say, "I paid my 'Money to be taught, not:
tested! ") It is therefore important to keep Moe length of the
module-tests as short as possiPle. It is useless, however, to
make these tests so short that their reliability approaches zero.

Since 1974, all 'courses developed by Digital's Educational
Services Department have been develope4....4sing a triter ipn-,
referenced philosophy. This philosophy is especially applicable
to industrial training, becausewe are inferestedin individual
performance. rather than a compariion between learners: We there-
fore required the CMI system to apply.this philosophy as well.

Through an examination of educational literature (Reines, 1975)4
we found that the most highly dveloped criterion-referenced
decision module that takes advantage of the capabilities Of
interaceiive .computing is one developed by Richard -Ferguson
(1971). Ferguson's model is based on Wald's sequential

...probability test ratio (Wald, 1947). This model allows two
riterpon scores to be defined, PO and Pl. ,Both of these scores

:..fire expressed in erms of percentages of correct responses.
.

Learners whose scores are greater than PO are classified as
mastery., and learners whose scores are less thatPiate classi-
fied as non-masters. Learners whose scores fall Saween PO and
P1 are presented with another item. -'

This model also takes into account the probability with which the
test developer is willing to allow Type I (false. begative) and
Type II (false positive) errors to occur [2]. let us define A as
the probability that a Type I error will occur. ank B as-the
probability that a Type II error'wil1 occur: Vaetest,3eveloper.
can then assign values to PO, P1, A, and B to .determine- the
learners' mastery state to agidOiTred-degree:Of.acouracy.(

a

[2]

r / I .

Thig,study.:deiinesa Type I error as a false ", neslative error:
which occurs 'when a true master_ `is cl*ss.ified as-'a now:.

master bythe test. A Type II error is.defined as a' false
positive error which occurs when a true non-masier is clas-
sified as a master. h

:.

-

, ,f

Iv&

I

a

,
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Ferguson's seoringTalgoriihm_is_designed for` -tests in which the
probability of getting an item correct by gueiirh1,- lethe same
fot all items. Since the CMI system.vresents true/false,iyes/no,
and four- apd five-alteKnative, mu t.iple chOice items, which have
vayihg, pfobabilities of tgettipg them correct by guessing, ehe,
algorithm must be'modified. Each item is therefore assigned a
weight,. W, according to the formula: .

7

.W. . 25
. P .

. where P is the probability of getting the item 'cortect by
guessijii. U sing this formula, true/false and yes/no "items are
assigded a weight of .25/.50 or 0.50. Four-alterhatbre multiple
choice items are assigned 0 weight of .25/-25 or 1.0, and five-
alternative multiple choice.items a weight of .25/.20 or .25.

. . .

.After each test ,item is adMinistered, the studines:score, S
competed using the formula: .

.
.

. , .-$

.

gf. C x log(pl/P0) + (T-C) x log(. (l-P1)/(1. -F0))

where C-is the iumOf the weights of the items answered .cdrrect-

.

ly, an M is t'e sum of the weights of all items tAat have been

2P
present:Cd-; (Jhus,: T-C is the sum of .th weights of 6e items

, .answered.inCo rec'tly.).

Thestudent is classified as a master and testing is terminated
if

, S < lo9(p/('1-A)) ,.
... ,

and at least one item has, been presehted on each objective.in the
module. If. the above inequality is true but all objectives have
not ben tested, another item is Presented. The student -is
clissifiad as a non-master .amd.testing is terminated, if

b > log((l -B)- /A)
.

.

regardless of the number of itelms.pTeSentevn each,Objective.
.

Igoneither of 'these inequalities is true, that is, if' 4,..

. 6 -.
log(t/(1-A) < S < log((lB)/1). .4

another test item is presented.. The system continues in this
until.one of the first two inequalities becomes true or

until 30 items have been admidistered. If no- decision ;can be
made aft, 30ite si the system classifies the student based on
tfie-differences b tween' his or her'' score and the two criteria.
The student is cla ified in the catdgpry whose critdrion score
,.is closest t9 his or her,computed core after 30 items.-

.

.
A& /4)

". .

4,t
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IMPLEMENTATION

Test Paranteters
I

As mentioned previously, the GNI system generates both crtpsts,
and posttests. For this reason, it 4s important to realize .thati
the seriousness of making Type I and Type II errorsis different
on preteits and posttests.- If-t1m-tyztem makes a Type II (false
positive) error on a pretest, it will tell a stbdent not..
studied the corresponding module to skip instruction th he or
she,really needs. -This same error on a posttest is not-as-seri-
ons,-because the stOept will have alteady studied the module atn,
least'once, and one can assume-that at least some minimal learn-
inging has taken place. A Type I (false negative) error is neyer as
serious as a Type II error, becpuse this situation Simply asks a

, student to repeat.linstrqction. that he op.shetdoet not .really
need. This wastes some time, but on can assume thatit does.noe
decieate.the learner's pro.ficiency level.

page.7

f.

t

Table 1

SEQUENTIAL TESTING PARAMETERS'
FOR,PRETESTS AND POSTTESTS

.

. , .
1(

%Parameter.
.

-

.

.

-

.'Preteseb
'For '

. .

For .
Poitteslis

t

Mastevi criterion (PO
Non-mastgry criterion
Probability of Type I
Prbbability of Type II

-

,

(P1,
error
error

.

.

,

-.

(A)

(B)` t:-
14

,

.

O.90
0,65 .

0.058
0.1a25°
.

.

.

0.85 4
0.60
0.104
0.050

-4

P
. ,

To take the relativ.e.impoTtance of these errors into considers-,
tion-4 tbe-Cmi syStei uses the parameterWshown in' Table 1. These
perAmeters were chosen for the following reasons. Firsts, the,
pretest.and-posttestmastery and non-mastery 4criteria yere set to
span the percent(ge score of 70-801 that most critefkon-refer-

-

enc tists use as a mastery level' when only one cutting score -is
Le\empl do Second, the mastery criterion for .pretests was 'in-1.

creases .over that for posttests to reflect a sliglatly Moils.
stringent crikeriorl for mastery if a module bas"knot yet been?,

a ...,
-studied. The non-mastery criterion for pretests "was also td-.

creased 5% to keep the differences between entse' two criteria'
equal for bbth types of tests. Tht's was necessary bigaude the

.1114.0.

9
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diff rencebetween'the two .criteria is itself i-factoi 1ndeter-
minin test length. As the difference increaSesg the-number.,pf
test terns reqUired,to make a decision; at any giyen level of
certainty decreases. conversely, the difference between the
two percentage criterion levels dOcreases, the number og Iequired
test items increases.

i ..
. -

..-" ,- \
.

Third, .the allowable probabilities of Type"/U, (false pOkitive)
errors were set to 0.025 'and 0.050, respectively, for pretests
and posttests. The factor of 2- Separating- theseTarametees re-
flects °the relative seriousness. of making this type of error on
pretests versus its seriousness on posttests. That i, it is
estimated that the seriousness of making a Type II error pn a

.

pretest is twice as great as that on a posttest, so.the allowable*
probability of this error on pretests was decreased by a f&btor
of 2. Finally, the probabilities of Type I (false negative)
errors were derived by computing the highest value that would '
still require at least three item's. to be presented before a.non-
mastexy decision is made .unIeis the first two items are >oth

.i, five-alternative multiple choice items (with a weight of,...)1.25. ..

.each). The three item consideration was conceived because it wag

.felt that students mould distrust the system if they were judged
,non-MaSters after only two items had been presented.

1

page 8

The m;ghipudes of the error' prOgabilities also wartait some
discussion. Fefguson (1071) allowed probabilities of 0,20 and
0:1,0,' respectively, for his Type I and Type II errors. These
values reflect the same 2:1 ratio .to be used in but .
'their' magnitudes 'are approximately twice those of the ones. Used
in this study. The main reason for selecting probabilities
is Fergldpn's testing unit yeas. the objective, while the
current.studrestin4 unit is the module. (a group of' up to 20 J
,objectives). It was felt that when working'on the module level,

ot
the consequences 'of-errors of classification are More'strious.
than at the lower objective 'lever. ThuS, the' absolute values of

9 .

the allowable error probabilities:Were' lowered. ..
,.

. ,..

To se'e how these pa'rameters reflect the mastery' dacisioti model in ,.

1,-- terms of raw soores,)refer to Figure Figure 34 shows' a graph ,i
' of, the pretest decision rules', while Ft re b shows, the, posttest .

()edition rules.1,4Note the 'difference n the sizes of the two .

master areas and the specifib points/lab led. The point label-- '.
.

led "(2.5,0)" in both, graphs indicatiS th tllibe earliest' that-a
non-masher decision could be Made on either test is after the-sum
of the :-weights of atl items presented totali_at least 2.5. f,'

at this time, the student has not answered aey:items:correctly,
be or She will be classified, as a non master. -. ..

.

1

In Figure 3a, the poifit labelled N111:5,115)" ind4caees that the
earlest that a master decisiOn could be made ;on, a pretestOs
after _items having a total meight_of 11.5 have,beeff'presented and
all items have been answered correctly. ,Co41ttast tAlS poifit with
the one labelred "(8.5,83)" in Figure 3b., The-litter indicates

4.

4 1 .
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POSTTEST -
DECISION
RUT,ES
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_

.
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/ .6614 OF WEIGHTS. OF ALL ITEMS PRESENTED
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Figure 3

G TkA,FREAST-
.*:AND:POSTI EST DECISION RULES"

- .4 r ,

A 11

(30.0,24.5)

(30.0,20.0)

Po = 0.85-

121°.n 0.60

,a =,0.104

b 0.050

'

t
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that the earliest that .4 master dvOsion . could be made on a
posttestis after items having a total weight of at least 8.5
talie been presented and answered' .eorrectl.y Therefore, the
gOstti-it mastery Griterion is lass stringent than the pretest
mastery criterion. This relationship is exactly, the one desired,
because it reflects that an erroneous masted decision on a po t-
test is less sarious than *at on a' pretest.

4110. .

'
4 .

4

Ohe Question of .Reliability ..
.

.
0/

..,

. f- , 6

The concept of criterion- referenced reliability a* a measure of
the consistency of mastery and'non-mastery Clessifilsations is OfleAm
which has received considerable support (Carver, 1970; Hambleton,
allNovick, 197; ,Livingston, -* 1976; SubkQvniak, 1976; 'Curletter

. "0.9 7) . Such measures require two sets -of test data. The fre-
quenciesquencies 0.f agteement between the, classWcation decisions made

. :
by both sets of test data may fheil be represente8 in a 2x2 table
as shown in Figure-4. !..- - .

e"--

00
In;this

tr

CLASSIiICATION ON Tl

Non-
Master Master

1'1 CLAS$IFI- Master] a I c [

CATION ON
Non-Master I b I 4 'I

4-, 4- 4-

111,
.

)
Figure 4 *-

°
,. r

FREQUENCIES. OF AGREEM NT -BETWEEN
MASTERY AND NON-MASTERY C SSIFICAVIONS.

ON TWO `SETS OF- TE DATA ',.

, .

table, a

4

is the number of'students\who were classified
el ssi.

Pied as non-masters on both tests. As these frequenciet in-
crease, tea more,thetWb sets of. data agree and the tfiperi the
reliability of 0.4isification. tonxieisely, b and, c are the
disagrdtment frequencies, and ass th'ey increase the pell-abklitytof.
classification decreases.

80.
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Carver (1970) points out that; reliability of classification does
nQt depend on score' variability, and is therefore useful in
.assessing. the reliability of criterion-referenced tests. The
`simplest expression of a -reliability coefficient basid'on this
concept '0 the percentage of cases, in which both sets ilf data
agree, namely:

."
01,

.

PO
; a+d .

imi.' .

,a*
+. .:_b+c-td

. .,

, ..

4 ,4, %0.
. N .

1

This measurement varies between 0 and.1
e.

and is referrecrj.dlas trip
,d flpercentage of"agreement".* ..

,N

;,

ow
... -

.
,

.Swaminathan et al. (19741 peefgr., using a- refine/pent of the' '2 A
percentage.of agreement known as the, kappa' coefficient., This

..4517expression attempts to correct the percentage of agreement for :.'
.,.

;~,chance: The computation is: ., ,

. 1 4 z...:. 0
0

"
,.; PO -Pc 'i,..t.r5o,

L- , 1-7FF - v
i 14-:. .

where. PO is the percentage of agreement, ,a4

Pc is (a+c)(a+b):1-(b+dl(c+4)

(.34-b+c--e) 4.
.

Swezey and Peorlstein %91;5) prefer a slightly more Sophisticated
expression called the'' phi coefficient: ,This coefticient ,is
.reAlly the correlation of two sets of itest data using 0 as .the
non- taster'' score and 1 as the mastery sCbie. The computation:,

0 4S.
6 r t

ad - be

.
(La +1?) (atc) (b+d) (c+d)

Swezey' and Peprlsetin puggest that, phi'>1.5 represents '!su fi-
cient ..rellabitityno while phi <.oAp represents- "linsuffic ent
reliability". Note that if b cp,*Isappa A phi: /*

'
..

Livingston T1970-analyzed these comp tions and suggested_yet*a ,t,-.

fourth coefficient. His purpose wa to modify the simprh---........._,

perceAtage of agreement, POoto that it va between 1 and +1
(like the kappa and phi coefficients) .end to show that this newt, ' .

rcoefficient, the G index, more logically reflects the reliability
of classificetiOn. The clOputation is:

.
. .

.r). ,
.1, . .

G (PO, - 0.5)
.

Two eltamples from Livingston's work suffice to make his point.
. 'Consider 'the data in Figure 5.

in
argues that the data

in. Case,1 'clearly show' that, in mosp cases, Tljand T2 do not

1

.

r3 at
.
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agree. Yet tie kappa, and phi coefficients fbr ,these dati are
+0.12 and' +0.25, respeCtively, whiCh are small but definitely
Positive. The corresponding G index for tha data in case 1 is
- 0.20., 'which, Livingston agues, more accruately ndicates the
dlsagreement because-it is negative. '
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Figure 5.

'SAMPI,E'CLASSIF/CATI4N4FdEQUENC/tE

(ifteeLimingstoni 1976)
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i
i , The data in Case "2 are ,even ,more stri4ngs .T1 and. T2 agree in

90% of the test ng cases, yet the'kappa and phi coefficients are
.. both -A.M., The corresponding G index is. 0.80; Here again,

Livingston argues, the G index' more aocurately. reflects the
correlation dr'classification,because it .is positive.

-

This study assesses criterion-referencedreliability as a relia-
bility'of clpssificption using 'the G index. The two salts of test , .

data used to assess bhis reliability. are the masterir dedision '"
A

made on the normal (variable length)" version of a test and that
Wide on the same test'when.it is extendbd tp 30 Items. To do. .

this, every fiftj test presented to a pattieblar student is' ex-
tended to 30 items in length4 regafdless of the test parameters
When the scoring algorithm makes its ,initial decision, a tenta-
time mastery classification is recorded. The system continues
presenting test items until the makimum of 30 hasbeen presented,
at whichtime the final.master classification is recorded.' -This.
data is analyzed to determine the percentage of agreen4nt .between
the two classifications, and the G index will be computed. '-,.

.
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X. The CMS, prograks are C6r2ently implemented on a number of ldiffeit
ent Digital

N
systems. For this reason, the media on which the CM1 0:
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programs, are,distributeT and on .which' student response. data is
stored Varies greatly Etre system to system. The only common:
media to thes'e systems is paper, but many ,have magtapes or floppy:
diskettes. After users complete the training package and air of
the module testse.data on their work is copies tola inagtape or*,
floppy diskette or printed on paper and mailed backto Digital*
This data allows us to do complete criterionreferehced item
analysis on the users' responses and, check the status ct the
users 'on each. module% Users who capiete the'entire .dourse
satisfactorily receive a diploma.after their data is analyzed.

t

1
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page 13

All of the progiads that malce up this CMI system are written in a
subset. of the BASIC language. This makes them highly transpor.:

-table to almost all 'of D'igitai's operating-systems. In addition,
all of the CMI programs and data files for about 8(0 .test items *
will fit on a single, duildensity diskette (approximately 2501(.'-!'
PDP-11'` 'words)..

These charaCteristica make the CMI system appXicable to ihtern,W,
and large systems training,' as well as smill systems training,
because it is smallIOnough to fit on a diskette yet sophistiAated
enough,. tow handle more and larger item banks.if additional disk
space is available.. Our future pans include expanding the types
of -items that the system and mastery algorithms can handle and
improving the system's ability to accommodatecourses with itary-

,
ing -structures. .

.
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frequently lonvite and provoke reaction in the other two. Comments

and discussions about French-language instruction were often, marked

by subtle though unmistakable political and religious overtones.

Three areas of cohcern emerged in this regard.

First, there was theesug§estion by some that the teaching

of French in schools was primarily a concession to France and.

French imperialism; such, a belief was, generally accompanied by a

noticeable hostility toward France and the French language as well

was a fitrCe commitment to be free of French influence in Canada.

Second, some individuals'reg,irded the teaching of French

as evidence of growing Quebec nationalism whidhfin their view,

already influences disprOpoi:tionatelifederal government policies

in Canada, and which could in tjhne, elevate the French language to

a, status more prestigious than English or even/in fact, contribute

to the disintegration cf confederation such as it exits at

present.

Fihaly, same individuals expreSsed concern that the teaching

of French was but a subtle mechanism to extend the influence and

power of the Roman Catholic Church in this country. As one

individual sees t, "It's a sneaky way, of getting more Catholics ".

TO summarize and qualify. it appears evident that often

persons who fear or mistrust the motives of France, of Quebec, .

and/or of Roman Catholicism foi whatever reasons are in general

most reluctant to support the teaching of French on any meaningful

scale, and in some cases, on any scale whatsoever. These individuals,

16 /Me
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seem to prefer the "melting pot" concept to the mosaic and often. .

view the introduction and development of Second language programs

such as French as a source of weakness and disunity within the

country.

By way of contrast, there were a number of people whose

hesitancy to support French language instruction appeared to be
P

rooted only in their genuine concern fqr the continued existence

and improvement of the English language and culture quite apart

0 from questions of a religious or political nature. These individuals

seemed somewhat skeptical that the French and English languages and

cultures could co-exist and indeed flourish together; to some,

this situation representst4 delicate balance nearly impossible

to achieve and to maintain within this vast and varied country.

Concerns of the sort delineated hertin'were not

necessarily common to large, groups of individuals in any given

setting. Nonetheless, where,such issues emerged, there appeared

to be considerable opposition to the teaching of French in general

f.

andvmore particularly, to the introduction of new and the expansion

of already existing French - language programs,

19
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Conclusion

As the above discussion suggests, the ac rs which may

influence the degree of support or non-support for each language

,

programs are both varied and. complex and the degree of support

for, or opposition to, this kind of educational innova lon is in many

instances a function of the intensity of various cons 'tuents'

convictions with regard to program goals, costs, suitability,

outcomes and the like. Also, it was evident in the tudy that

views held by many individuals, both those who su t and those/.
.,/

who oppose such programs; re frequently based not on factual

data about the instructional model but rather on factors such as

hearsay, hunches, suspicions and emotions.
I

While this latterisSue poses a very critjcal problem to

edUtators in terms of planning, implementing and pxpanding French- -

language programs in schOols, the d44 aboutrsupki1ort and non- support

factors gathered in this investigation will undopbtedly be of

f

benefit to these same persons in teams of anticipating difficulties

and developing strategies to deal with them. This data may even

suggeht that under certain circumstances,the implementation 1111d/or

development of certain French-language programs iS6premature, and

should, in fact, be delayed until a more receptive cliiilate can be

developed, assuming that such a development is both feasible and

desirable.

20
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